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THE ORIGINAL 
LINE CUTTERZ RING
AS SEEN ON SHARK TANK! Line Cutterz is a ring that cuts fishing line! It is a 
sleek, adjustable ring with a double-sided blade perfect for quick and efficient 
cutting of mono-filament, fluorocarbon, and braided fishing line. It can also be 
mounted on fishing rods, boat rails, and even on kayak seat posts. Professional 
fishing guides, pro anglers and amateur anglers of all ages use it and enjoy the 
convenience.

- Two-sided stainless steel blades and stainless steel rivet set in an ABS plastic
- Ultimate in durability and safety
- Marine grade velcro adjustable strap to fit most size fingers
- Can be mounted virtually anywhere!

USES:  CUT TAGLINES  -  LINE TO LINE KNOTS  -  BOWFISHING  -  SCUBA DIVING CUTS

APPLICATIONS:  
MOUNT TO ROD  -  KAYAK SEAT  -  WEAR IT  -  BOAT RAIL  -  PFD  -  TACKLE BOX

AS SEEN ON 

LINE CUTTERZ BLACK RING 
- ECO-FRIENDLY PACKAGING 

- $12.00

LINE CUTTERZ PINK RING  
- ECO-FRIENDLY PACKAGING 

- $12.00

LINE CUTTERZ BLAZE ORANGE  
- ECO-FRIENDLY PACKAGING 

- $12.00

LIMITED EDITION LINE CUTTERZ 
HERO RING - AMERICAN FLAG PATTERN - 
- $13.95

CARBON FIBER WRAPPED 
LINE CUTTERZ RING

- $13.95

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK 
LINE CUTTERZ RING 

- $12.99

5-PACK BLACK LINE CUTTERZ RINGS 
- ECO-FRIENDLY PACKAGING 

- $50.00

5-PACK PINK LINE CUTTERZ RINGS  
- ECO-FRIENDLY PACKAGING 

- $50.00

5 PACK GLOW-IN-THE-DARK LINE 
CUTTERZ RING 

- $55.00

LINE CUTTERZ BLACK RING 
- LARGE PACKAGING 

- $ 12.00

5 PACK BLACK LINE CUTTERZ RINGS 
- LARGE PACKAGING 

- $ 50.00

**** Every retail 
purchase helps 
veterans who suffer 
from PTSD****

NEW!
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CUSTOMIZE 
YOUR OWN RING
- Put your logo on the most innovative product 

to hit the fishing industry

- Great for branding! Unlike many marketing 
materials, the Line Cutterz Ring lasts for years. 
The durable print finish won’t smudge or fade

- Custom packaging available upon request. 
Special pricing applies

- Low minimum order quantities and high 
volume production capability

 SPECTRA TRAPPER 30 MILES OUT FILTHY 

 FISHING PINK BUCK’S CUSTOM LURES VUDU HOOKED & TAGGED

CUSTOM PACKAGING

Wearable Thread Cutters

janome.com

by

threadcutterz.com
Thread Cutterz
PO Box 283
Hutto, TX 78634

It's sharp! It is safe around children and 
pets and is allowed on a plane. 
You can wear it like a ring or 
wrap where you need it.

janome.com

GREAT FOR:  BRANDING  -  EXPANDING PRODUCT LINE  -  PROMOTIONS - SPECIAL EVENTS - MEMORABILIA  -  FISHING GUIDES  -  DOOR PRIZES

fiber EDITION

fiberEDITION
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FLAT MOUNT 
CUTTER
NEW! A patented adhesive mounted fishing line cutter is finally here! Sleek 
double-sided fat mount blade perfect for quick and efficient cutting of 
monofilament, fluorocarbon and braided fishing line. Mount it to boat consoles, 
kayaks, relining stations, rigging stations, stand up paddle boards, beach 
fishing coolers or anywhere else you can imagine. Great for all types of fishing 
including kayak fishing, surf fishing, chartered fishing and tournament fishing. 

- Two-sided stainless steel blades cut from either side
- Ultimate in durability and safety.
- Heavy duty 3M outdoor adhesive
- Mounts to virtually any smooth, clean, flat surface

*NEW RELEASE!* - LINE CUTTERZ FLAT MOUNT FISHING LINE CUTTER - $12.00

MOUNT TO: KAYAK - BOAT CONSOLE - TACKLE BOX - DOCK CHAIR - RIGGING STATION
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IT’S HERE!  The newest addition to the 
Line Cutterz line of products. The Hook Holder Ring 
allows anglers to quickly and safely pull knots tight by 
securely holding the  hook and preventing potential 
injury. Works especially well with heavy braid, 
monofilament and fluorocarbon fishing lines.

- Machined out of a solid aluminum block and anodized  
 in black
- Laser etched with two silver Line Cutterz logos
- Extremely lightweight and durable
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ACCESSORIES
LUNKER TAMERS
Line Cutterz is proud to have partnered with The Fish Grip 
company to produce the exclusive Line Cutterz edition 
lunker tamers!  Our custom grip is made in our signature 
colors and set with a custom Line Cutterz logo on the side.  

The Fish Grip is a fish landing  device developed by avid 
anglers with a goal to find a safer way to land fish — safer 
for the fish AND the angler.  
Proudly made in the USA.

*NEW* LINE CUTTERZ LUNKER TAMERS 
BY THE FISH GRIP - $15.95

-LINE CUTTERZ LOGO DECAL
-MEASURES 8”X4”  - $5.00

LINE CUTTERZ PRO FISH DECAL - GREEN
-MEASURES 12”X4” - $7.95

GREAT FOR GIFTWRAPPING, 
YOUR TACKLE BOX, 
YOUR COOLER, OR KAYAK! 
MEASURES 4” X 3”
LINE CUTTERZ LOGO STICKER - $2.00

KEY CHAIN 
CASES
Line Cutterz neoprene case with 
keyring loop. Attach this case 
to your car or boat keys so you 
never lose your ring, and it’s 
always with you when you need 
it! Conveniently holds up to three 
rings comfortably. 
Can also hold your 
fishing license, 
extra money, 
vitamins, square 
readers, and 
more! 

DECALS
FEATURES
- Customized with Line Cutterz logo on collar
- Reel strap included - prevents rod cover from                      

slipping off
- Foam tip protects rod tips
- Rod size labeled on collar
- Dipped ends prevent fraying
- Keeps your fishing lines tangle free
- Protects rod guides and rod finish
- Rod Shield Floats

LINE CUTTERZ EDITION 
TRC - ROD SHIELD 
W/ STRAP & FOAM TIP - $10.95

HOOK HOLDER RING

ROD COVERS

SIZE CHART:

SMALL - MEN’S SIZE 10
MEDIUM - MEN’S SIZE 11
LARGE - MEN’S SIZE 12
EXTRA LARGE - MEN’S SIZE 13

$14.95

LUNKER SNATCHER
NET DIMENSIONS - 16” Wide Opening, 18” Net Depth, 28” Length
- Large uniquely designed non-snag rubber net
- Floating net with flexible cord and clip
- Hi-Visibility Line Cutterz Green and Black
- Flat bottom net interior for quick access to fish
- Compact handle takes up less space than  

conventional nets
- Perfect for wade fishing and kayak fishing

LINE CUTTERZ PRO FISH GEAR LUNKER SNATCHER FLOATING NET - BY FOREVERLAST
$34.95

**NEW** 
LINE CUTTERZ 

PRO FISH GEAR TETHER
- Built in ratchet mechanism locks the reel at the desired length and 

keeps tension off the cord while the phone is in use
- 48” retractable Kevlar cord is 5 times stronger than steel based  

on equal weight and has an 80 lb. minimum break strength
- Attach the ProGrip anywhere with the available attachment  

options including a zinc alloy carabiner or stainless steel clip.
- Made in the USA and proven to last more than 1-million pulls
- Perfect for kayak paddles, fishing rods and Lunker Snatcher Nets!

$ 24.95
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APPAREL
HATS

SHIRTS

HOODIE

*AS SEEN ON SHARK TANK* 
LINE CUTTERZ FLEXFIT HAT - $24.95

LINE CUTTERZ LS CARPE DIEM SHIRT 
IN GREEN - $35.00

LINE CUTTERZ TRIBLEND TEE 
IN BLUE - $24.95

LINE CUTTERZ PRO FISH GEAR 
TOURNAMENT HOODIE - $149.95

LINE CUTTERZ POLY SPORT LS SHIRT 
IN WHITE - $29.95

*NEW* LINE CUTTERZ SPEC OPS 
STEALTH BLACK LS SHIRT BY SPORT TEK 
- $24.95

LINE CUTTERZ LS WOMEN’S 
CARPE DIEM V-NECK - $35.00

*NEW* FLEXFIT DELTA HAT WITH CUSTOM LC LOGO - $29.95

VISOR - $21.95 VISOR - $21.95

2018 LINE CUTTERZ 
FULL LOGO 
PVC PATCH BLACK BEANIE 
- $ 24.95

SNAPBACK HAT BLACK - $24.95

*NEW* BRIGHT GREEN PRO FISH OUTLINE 
STEALTH BLACK RAGLAN SHIRT - $24.95

- Warm 3-layer soft shell fleece
- wind and waterproof up to 3,000mm
- hand-crafted in Denver, Colorado
- roomy kangaroo-style front pocket
- vibrant colors that won’t fade or wear over time
- colorful sublimated hood liner 
- snag resistant 
A HOODIED DESIGNED BY ANGLERS FOR ANGLERS

LINE CUTTERZ 

FACE SHIELD 
- UV+ Rating: 35-50spf
- Breathable mesh panel
- Made with ultra soft, stretchy Italian fabrics
- Snag resistant material
- Dye Sublimated for non-fading,           

vibrant colors 
- Made in the USA: Hand crafted                    

in Denver, Colorado
- 100% Fine Italian Polyester

 - $19.95 FISH SCALES EDITION PRO STAFF EDITION GREENBACK EDITION BLACK OPS EDITIONGREEN FADE EDITIONSALTWATER FADE 
EDITION
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NOW 
AVAILABLE AT:

BECOME
A DEALER
We love our retailers!  Our awesome retailers enjoy such perks as access 
to new product before our direct-to-consumer, POS displays and decals, 
display ideas & digital copies of any press we receive.  

Shout-outs on our very popular social media pages are also common 
practice.  Ask about our customizable rings!

Wholesale applications are reviewed within 3-4 business days and 
are subject to verification.  We may contact you to request further 
documentation and/or proof of your wholesale status.
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ABOUT US
We are a company driven by innovation 
and quality.  In a couple short years since 
the Line Cutterz ring was introduced, 
Line Cutterz has become one of the 
fastest growing companies in the 
fishing industry.  We owe our success 
and our reputation to our passionate 
anglers who love our products and 
spread the word to their friends and 
communities.  We can now proudly say 
that our products are sold all over the 
world, and used by not only professional 
tournament anglers and guides, but by 
any fisherman or woman who needs 
to cut line safely and efficiently.  Look 
to Line Cutterz for stylish and cutting-
edge products that push the envelope.  
We’re just getting started!



FOLLOW US 
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

CONTACT US
Have a question or feedback?

Want to send us your photos using the ring?
We’d love to hear from you...

Line Cutterz, LLC.

512-900-0137
www.linecutterz.com
info@linecutterz.com

or reach out to us on any of our social media pages!

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/LINECUTTERZLLC

WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/LINE_CUTTERZ/

TWITTER.COM/@LINE_CUTTERZ

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/LINECUTTERZ


